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Abstract Current climate model projections do not exhibit a large change in the intensity of extratropical cyclones. However, there are concerns that current models represent moist processes poorly, and this provides motivation for investigating observational evidence for how cyclones behave in warmer climates. In the North Atlantic in particular, recent decades provide a clear contrast between warm and cold climates due to Atlantic Multidecadal Variability. In this paper we investigate these periods as analogues which may provide a guide to future cyclone behavior. While temperature and moisture rise in recent warm periods as in the projections, differences in energetics and temperature gradients imply that these periods are only partial analogues. The main result from current reanalyses is that while increased cyclone-associated precipitation is seen in the recent warm periods, there is no robust evidence of an increase in cyclone intensity by other measures, such as maximum wind speed or vorticity. A set of low- and high-resolution model simulations are also studied, suggesting that changes in cyclone intensity may be different in higher-resolution reanalyses.

1. Introduction
Considerable uncertainty remains over how the extratropical storm tracks will respond to climate change. This is partly because projected shifts of the storm tracks reflect the net effect of several competing factors, such as the changing temperature gradients at upper and lower levels [Harvey et al., 2013]. Another key factor is the increase in specific humidity as the atmosphere warms, and this itself is likely to have two competing effects on the storm track.

First, it is well established that the latent heating arising from moist condensation often acts to strengthen cyclones via the resulting ascent and diabatic potential vorticity anomalies [e.g., Gutowski et al., 1992]. This has led to suggestions that cyclones could intensify in a warmer, moister climate [Willison et al., 2013].

Second, the increase in moisture has a competing effect via the energetics of the large-scale circulation. Midlatitude cyclones are predominantly driven by baroclinic instability, reflecting the need for the atmosphere to transport heat poleward. Increased moisture content leads to increased poleward transport of moisture and hence latent heat [Hwang and Frierson, 2010]. The result is an effective increase in the efficiency of poleward heat transport so that weaker eddy kinetic energy is required to transport the same amount of heat [Manabe and Bryan, 1985; Boer, 1995]. While the cyclones do have increased moisture available for growth, they also experience an effective reduction in the dry baroclinicity due to the increased poleward and upward moisture transport [O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008; Schneider et al., 2010].

In current model projections the balance of evidence suggests that the latter of these two mechanisms dominates. There have been conflicting results in past studies of changing cyclone intensity; largely, it seems due to the contamination of pressure-based cyclone measures by large-scale flow features [Ulbrich et al., 2009; Chang, 2014]. There is an emerging consensus of generally weak or negligible changes in cyclone intensity, despite an increase in the precipitation in the storm tracks [Bengtsson et al., 2009; Zappa et al., 2013]. This is consistent with the energetic argument; effectively, the balance of cyclone-driving factors shifts from dry to moist with minimal resulting change in cyclone intensity. However, confidence in these projections is limited by the skill of climate models in representing moist effects, due to deficiencies in resolution and physical parameterizations [Willison et al., 2013]. This motivates the question posed in this paper: can recent reanalyses provide a guide to how cyclone intensity changes as temperature rises? Warming on the global scale has been evident over recent decades, and many studies have tested for concurrent trends.
in observational storm track metrics [e.g., Wang et al., 2013]. Some consistent regional features have been identified, such as multidecadal changes in the Atlantic storm track, but these generally seem related to variations in atmospheric circulation patterns rather than the warming trend [Feser et al., 2014].

In addition to the global-scale warming, regional patterns of natural variability have shaped the recent temperature evolution. In particular, Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV) describes basin-wide changes in the temperature of the North Atlantic, often characterized by relatively rapid changes between cold and warm periods which typically last a few decades [e.g., Robson et al., 2012]. Sutton and Dong [2012] compared two recent warm AMV periods to the intervening cold period, finding clear shifts in precipitation and temperature patterns across Europe. In this paper the warm AMV periods (1948–1960 and 1997–2011) are compared to the cold period (1979–1993) as analogues for future warming. This provides some observational evidence for how cyclone intensity is affected by an increase in temperature and moisture content, albeit in reanalysis rather than pure observational data.

2. Methods

The 6-hourly data with a T62 (~209 km grid) resolution for the 64 year period 1948–2011 from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis-1 [Kalnay et al., 1996], and the 6-hourly ERA-Interim data with a higher resolution of T255 (~80 km grid) for the later 33 year period 1979–2011 from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [Dee et al., 2011] are used as the primary data for this study. Results are contrasted with 44 year (1963–2006) simulations of the ECMWF model forced with the observed sea surface temperature (SST) evolution from Project Athena [Jung et al., 2012], using one simulation of both low and high resolutions of T159 (~128 km grid) and T1279 (~16 km grid). This comparison allows an assessment of the potential sensitivity of cyclone intensity to atmospheric resolution.

Cyclones are tracked using the Hodges tracking algorithm applied as in Hoskins and Hodges [2002]. This uses the relative vorticity field at 850 hPa filtered to T42 resolution, to reduce the noise in this field and to enable the identification of cyclones at a common resolution. Cyclones are identified as the off-grid vorticity maxima (interpolated between grid cells). The large-scale background field is also removed as described in Hoskins and Hodges [2002]. Following the tracking the tracks are filtered to retain only those that last longer than 2 days and travel further than 1000 km, so focusing on the mobile synoptic cyclones. Other intensity measures are added to the tracks for other variables using the methods described in Bengtsson et al. [2009].

The additional intensity measures are the full resolution vorticity, mean sea level pressure (MSLP) minima, winds at 850 hPa and 925 hPa, vertical velocity (omega), and precipitation. The added measures entail determining the maximum of the full resolution vorticity and winds within 6° and 7°, respectively, of the cyclone center using a direct search of the grid point values falling within these radii and the minimum within 6° for omega. For MSLP the true minima are determined using B-spline interpolation and a steepest descent minimization within a radius of 6° of the cyclone center, and for precipitation the area average within 6° of the center is computed. This study analyzes all these intensity measures including the tracked T42 vorticity. The regions focused on are the North Atlantic basin (30°N–70°N, 285°E–360°E) and the North Pacific basin (30°N–60°N, 140°E–230°E). The target storms are those whose maximum T42 vorticity occurs in the considered region. During the lifetime of each storm both maximum and mean values of each intensity measure are recorded. If these regions are varied, for example, by extending to higher and lower latitudes, there are some changes to the results for individual data set/season combinations, but no change to the robust general results.

A nonparametric Monte Carlo significance testing method with a two-sided 5% significance level is employed in this study to test whether the average intensity differences between warm and cold periods in the reanalysis and simulation data are due to random sampling of years. To obtain a random sample, the years in warm and cold periods, say m warm years and n cold years, are combined into a set of m + n years. The years are then randomly shuffled and separated into two sets of m and n years. The calculated average intensity difference between the two sets is stored as one sample element for comparison with the real difference. The sample size used in this paper is 10,000 for all intensity measures.
Figure 1. Annual SST change based on Hadley Centre Global Sea Ice and SST (HadISST) data in the two warm periods 1948–1963 and 1997–2011, compared to the cold period 1979–1993.

3. Recent Climate Changes

Increases in average SST in the warmer periods (1948–1960 and 1997–2011) compared to the 1979–1993 base period have been detected in both ocean basins. In the North Atlantic, an overall warming appears for all seasons in both warm periods in contrast to the cold period, which results in a significant increase in annual mean SST (Figure 1). In the North Pacific, comparing the early warm period with the cold period, the SST change is characterized by regional warming and cooling, with a warming in both central and western parts and relatively weak cooling along the American western coast, while the later warm period only shows an SST increase in the central North Pacific. Although the focus in this paper is on the North Atlantic, the later warm period in particular also captures a Pacific warming signal, so some reference will also be made to Pacific cyclones.

Figure 2 shows the vertical structure of North Atlantic temperature and specific humidity differences between the warm and cold periods. Both warm periods exhibit considerable warming in the middle- to high-latitude lower troposphere, as compared to the intervening cold period. The later warm period in particular is a good analogue of future warming in the lower troposphere, while the earlier period exhibits cold temperatures at lower latitudes and so is less similar to the structure seen in future projections. However, both warm periods are characterized by an increase in specific humidity in the lower troposphere, from the (sub)tropics to high latitudes, and so provide a possible guide to how cyclones may change with increased moisture.

For comparison, the multimodel ensemble average of projected surface air temperature change (compared to 1986–2005) from Collins et al. [2013] indicates about 1–1.5°C rise in the North Atlantic in 2046–2065, and about 1.5–2°C rise in 2081–2100. Hence, the recent Atlantic warming has roughly the same magnitude as the 2046–2065 projection.

Although the warm periods feature increased temperature and specific humidity, they are still only partial analogues of projected future changes. As evidence for this, Figure 3 shows the changes in lower tropospheric transient sensible heat and moisture fluxes between the recent warm and cold periods. The sensible heat transport $\nu' T'$ decreases during warm periods, as expected to compensate the implied increase in ocean poleward heat transport [Shaffrey and Sutton, 2006]. However, the moisture flux $\nu' q'$ also decreases in the warm period. Correlated changes in sensible and latent heat fluxes such as these are a feature of the natural variability of the coupled system, likely driven by variations in ocean circulation [Trenberth and Stepaniak, 2003; Vallis and Farneti, 2009; Farneti and Vallis, 2013]. In contrast, the response to external forcing is typically driven by changes in the latent heat fluxes with the sensible heat fluxes compensating [Magnusdottir and Saravanan, 1999; Caballero and Langen, 2005; Held and Soden, 2006; Hwang et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2010]. A related factor is the contrasting Atlantic meridional SST gradients, which decreased in the recent warm periods (Figure 1) but are projected to increase in the future [Woollings et al., 2012].

However, the similarity of Atlantic and Pacific results presented below suggests this is not a major factor, at least for cyclone intensity at annual resolution.

4. Changes in Cyclone Intensity

To summarize the change in cyclones between warm and cold periods, Figure 4 shows the distributions of two intensity measures: the maximum precipitation and the maximum unsmoothed vorticity field, both for

Figure 3. North Atlantic annual mean transient flux $\sqrt{T'}$ (in m K s$^{-1}$) and $\sqrt{q'}$ (in mg kg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) changes at 850 mb between the later warm period and the cold period. The data are derived from ERA-Interim and were daily meaned and then Lanczos filtered to retain only variations on the 2–6 day timescale. A two-sided $t$ test is used to test whether the change at each grid point between two periods are significant at the 5% level. The thick black contours surround the area where the change is significant.
Figure 4. Examples of annual distributions for maximum precipitation and maximum full vorticity over North Atlantic 30°N–70°N 285°E–360°E, with red lines denoting the later warm period 1997–2011 and blue lines denoting the cold period 1979–1993. The unit for maximum precipitation is mm/h and the unit for maximum full resolution vorticity is \( \times 10^{-5} \) s\(^{-1}\).

North Atlantic cyclones. These are shown for all four data sets, comparing the recent warm period to the cold period, and are supported by a seasonal breakdown of the significance of the mean changes in Table 1. Complete tables of all intensity measures as well as cyclone counts and lifetimes, including for North Pacific cyclones, are given in the supporting information.

The most consistent result from the reanalysis data is generally increased cyclone-associated precipitation in warm periods, which is also supported by the T1279 resolution Athena simulation. This is evident from a shift in the distributions shown in Figure 4 and the significance values in Table 1. In the reanalyses in particular, similar and significant changes are seen in most or all seasons, which add confidence to this result. In several cases there are also warm period increases in precipitation in Pacific storms (supporting information), although the changes are generally more significant and consistent in the North Atlantic. This is consistent with the relatively larger increase in temperature and specific humidity in the North Atlantic but again adds confidence to the generality of the result. An intriguing counterexample is the T159 Athena simulation which shows a clear warm period increase in precipitation in the Pacific but not the Atlantic.

In contrast, the vorticity distributions in Figure 4 show no clear difference between the warm and cold periods. According to the significance tests in Table 1, both NCEP and Athena T1279 do exhibit a significant increase in vorticity in the warm period when annual data are used. However, the results in individual
Table 1. P Values of Significance Tests Carried Out on Selected Intensity Measures Over the North Atlantic 30°N–70°N 285°E–360°E for All Seasons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DJF</th>
<th>MAM</th>
<th>JJA</th>
<th>SON</th>
<th>Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Precip (NCEP)</td>
<td>2.17%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Precip (ERA-I)</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
<td>1.35%</td>
<td>1.61%</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Precip (Athena T159)</td>
<td>9.62%</td>
<td>27.89%</td>
<td>27.54%</td>
<td>6.34%</td>
<td>4.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Precip (Athena T1279)</td>
<td>7.02%</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Fullvor (NCEP)</td>
<td>22.71%</td>
<td>1.91%</td>
<td>–38.08%</td>
<td>10.53%</td>
<td>2.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Fullvor (ERA-I)</td>
<td>–6.61%</td>
<td>27.14%</td>
<td>–11.96%</td>
<td>24.93%</td>
<td>–27.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Fullvor (Athena T159)</td>
<td>22.72%</td>
<td>27.62%</td>
<td>14.92%</td>
<td>38.92%</td>
<td>21.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Fullvor (Athena T1279)</td>
<td>36.74%</td>
<td>6.14%</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
<td>15.95%</td>
<td>1.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The warm period used is 1997–2011, and the change is based on the cold period 1979–1993. A minus sign means a decrease in the average maximum intensity. Values which are significant at the 95% level in a two-sided test are marked in bold. DJF: December–February; MAM: March–May; JJA: June–August; SON: September–November.

seasons are not clearly in agreement and have little significance. This increase is not seen in ERA-Interim or in the earlier warm period in NCEP so is not a robust result. Changes in other intensity measures such as wind speeds vary significantly depending on data set. Few of these changes are significant in more than one season and across different data sets. One interesting contrast between the reanalyses is a clear increase in (absolute) omega in both basins in NCEP, while ERA-I does not show any increase in all seasons.

The early warm period in NCEP shows general decreases in most intensity measures in both basins, as compared to the cold period. These changes are likely artifacts of the reanalysis induced by lack of observations in early years [Harnik and Chang, 2003; Bengtsson et al., 2004]. There is increased precipitation in the early warm period, in agreement with the later changes; however, this may also be influenced by biases in the reanalysis.

Intriguingly, significant differences between the low- and high-resolution Athena simulations are apparent. At T159 resolution there is no change in all intensity measures in both basins at the 5% significance level, with one exception of increasing Pacific precipitation. However, at T1279 resolution some significant increases in T42 vorticity, full vorticity (maximum only), and 925 hPa wind speed are seen in the Atlantic basin but not in the Pacific. Higher resolution also shows increasing precipitation in both basins and an increase in intensity as measured by MSLP in the Pacific basin only. Since the MSLP is an absolute measure, this latter change may reflect a change in mean atmospheric circulation in the high-resolution simulation [Chang, 2014]. Further investigation, for example, with larger data sets, would be desirable to establish the robustness of these changes, but they do suggest that different results could be obtained when using higher resolution, especially for these resolution-sensitive intensity measures. Resolution dependence could potentially have an impact on cyclone intensity in reanalysis data as well [Hodges et al., 2011; Tilinina et al., 2013].

Changes in the average numbers of cyclones per year have also been recorded. A significant decrease of cyclone numbers in both summer and on the annual scale are shown in the T1279 resolution Athena data, but no similar results in other data sets could support this change. No significant changes in cyclone lifetimes have been found.

5. Discussion

In this paper we consider recent climate changes, largely associated with AMV, as an analogue for projected future warming. The main conclusion is that current reanalysis data support the emerging consensus of climate projection studies, in that an increase in temperature and hence moisture in the atmosphere leads to an increase in the precipitation associated with cyclones, but no robust change in the intensity of cyclones as measured by quantities such as vorticity or wind speed. This is consistent with the theory that increased moisture enhances the efficiency of poleward heat transport by the storm track, rather than invigorating cyclones through latent heat release. The implication is that current climate models are not missing dominant processes involved in the storm track response to climate change, in agreement with Booth et al. [2013].
AMV is clearly only a partial analogue for future change, however. For example, the transient atmospheric heat and moisture fluxes covary in AMV while they oppose each other in future projections. Similarly, the meridional temperature gradient in the North Atlantic weakens during AMV but strengthens in the projections, and so the cyclone changes identified here may arise from dynamical, rather than thermodynamical effects [Gastineau and Frankignoul, 2012; Nissen et al., 2013]. To account for this, we consider the robustness of changes across all seasons, since there is no evidence that the effect of moisture fuelling on cyclones will vary with season. In contrast, AMV has been linked with physically quite different seasonal changes: a shift of the storm track in summer [Dong et al., 2013] and a change in strength in winter [Woollings et al., 2014]. Our main result of an increase in cyclone-associated precipitation is robust across all seasons, with no associated robust increase in other intensity measures.

There are other caveats to our conclusion. One of these is highlighted by the analysis of the Athena simulations, which are driven by the observed SST variations. These do show changes at high resolution which are not seen at low resolution, in particular some significant increases in vorticity and decreases in cyclone numbers in the recent warm period. This supports the results of Willison et al. [2013] that the response of cyclones to moisture increases may be different at high resolution. In the reanalyses used here the synoptic-scale flow is strongly constrained by observations, but they are nonetheless blended with models and hence sensitive to parameterizations and data assimilation, for example. It remains possible that future generations of (higher-resolution) reanalyses may behave differently.

Another concern regards the accuracy of the precipitation, which is a forecast variable in reanalyses. Analysis of the Eulerian mean precipitation differences between the periods does not show agreement between reanalyses and other precipitation data sets, such as GPCP (not shown). However, this may arise from inhomogeneities in the other data sets as well as problems with the reanalyses [Dee et al., 2011]. Artificial trends in the reanalysis circulation fields may be of importance here, as in Bengtsson et al. [2004], although our focus on the satellite era minimizes this problem. Finally, only one cyclone tracking method is used here, although Ulbrich et al. [2013] find that intense cyclones are generally identified similarly by different methods.

Our analysis provides an area-integrated view of cyclone changes across the storm tracks. The recent studies of Dacre and Gray [2013] and Ludwig et al. [2014] suggest that particular types of cyclones may be especially sensitive to increases in latent heat release, and this is not necessarily inconsistent with the results presented here.
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